
The Answer Is In The Room: Implementation, Execution, Accountability and 
Collaboration – by Sally Foley - Lewis 
 

I trust you enjoyed the EAN Conference as much I did - what a blast! Now it's back to work and that 
can sometimes mean getting pulled back into doing the same things and getting the same outcome. 
If those outcomes are awesome and you're happy, that's fantastic keep it up. If however, you'd like 
to shift those 'same old things' then you know you have to do different things, right!?! Over the 
years one of the areas of development that people struggle to find the time to do is read. I know for 
sure that leaders are readers no matter the job title. 
 
Making, taking or finding time to read professional and personal development books can be a 
massive challenge for many busy professionals. Reading for development usually falls into the “I 
wish” category. There are many reasons why many don’t read or read as much as they’d like. 
Reasons include: 

o I keep buying books but never seem to find the time to read them. I now have an 
overwhelming stack of books I doubt I’ll ever get to. 

o So many books, so little time. 
o I simply just don’t know what to read.  
o I buy books, I start them but never seem to finish them. 

These are common comments super intelligent people share. It’s no secret that reading expands 
your worldview, book clubs are renowned for helping people stay accountable to reading, gaining 
deeper insights into the book topic and boost individual development.  
 
This Book Club for Professional Development™ - BCforPD™ - is designed to be do-able and more 
meaningful: one book per quarter and a facilitated discussion with the other members.  Best part of 
all, our book club meeting is online, saving you time and no need to worry about distance. We have 
members from a diverse range of industries and business sizes which means our discussions will be 
rich with different perspectives and insights. This is your invitation to join the 
club: https://www.sallyfoleylewis.com/bc-for-pd/ 
 
Thank you 
Sally 
 

 
T: +61 7 3289 1409 
M: +61 (0)401 442 464 
W: www.sallyfoleylewis.com 
 
Whenever you're ready here are 5 ways I can help: 

1. Download a copy of The Productive Leader Whitepaper, click here. 
2. Grab a copy of the book The Productive Leader, click here. 
3. If you'd love a cost effective way to boost your professional development and struggle to 

find time, join the Book Club. 
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4. If would like your team to be more productive, hit reply with the word TEAM, and we'll get 
started. 

5. If you're looking for a dynamic and interactive session at your next meeting, hit reply with 
the word SPEAK, and we'll get started. 

 
 


